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Abstract: As part of our project which aims at the realization of a system named ASTEMOI. In this article, we display a new and productive facial image representation based on the Local Sensitive Hash (LSH). This technique makes it possible to recognize the learners who follow their training in our learning platform. Once recognized, the student must be oriented towards an appropriate profile that takes into account his strengths and weaknesses. We also use a light processing module on the client device with a compact code so that we don’t need a lot of bandwidth, a lot of network transmission capacity to send the feature over the network, and to be able to index many pictures in a huge database in the cloud.
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1. Introduction
As part of our project which aims at the realization of a system named ASTEMOI (Agent, composed of three agents, agent style, agent tutor, emotional agent, agent style.) We can determine the emotional status of e-learners by analysing the parameters. In the article [1, 2], but in this article, we display a new and productive facial image representation based on the Local Sensitive Hash (LSH).

Automatic face analysis has become a very active research topic especially in the field of computer vision research. This analysis contains, for example, face detection, facial recognition and facial features. An essential challenge in facial analysis is finding competent descriptors for facial appearance [3].

Different holistic methods have been widely studied, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [4], linear discriminate analysis (LDA) [5], and 2D ACP [6]. Also local descriptors have received increased attention due to their strength in the face of challenges such as "pose" and "lighting changes" when taking the picture.

This article proposes an approach of the identification of students based on clouds, with Hashing Local-Sensitive. In addition, next-generation cellular networks, with their high rate of diffusion and energy expertise, provide an innovative methodology for wireless multimedia communications that joins digital technologies and wireless communications to ensure quality of service.

Even though it is very instinctive to humans, automatic learner identification is still extremely challenging due to [7]:
1. The need and ambiguity of accessible annotations;
2. Other factors, such as light, look, etc., influence the way that a face is shown in a frame;
3. Lack of data quality (low resolution, occlusion, non-rigid warp) can modify the results of face recognition and tracking.

In this paper, we present a professional approach of cloud-based student identification approach with Local-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [8]. The LSH method is used to present "multi batch features" after detecting and tracking each face. And to know exactly the facial tracks we use "the Multi-Task Joint Sparse Representation and Classification (MTJSRC)" [9].

In order to determine the students who could have problems in their academic career, the learner must answer a questionnaire at the time of registration to collect certain information about his / her academic background, the main characteristics of his / her personality, his / her learning skills, etc.

The analysis of the mass of information gathered from the former students of the Faculty of Charia of Fez forms the basis of a predictive system which makes it possible to determine the students likely to have problems during the formation.

2. Classification, Decision Trees J48
2.1. Classification
Classification is a procedure for grouping the information gathered in specific classes as indicated by specific criteria or likeness. It requires the determination of a component that is all around portrayed to a specific class. Additionally, the classification leads to supervised learning when models are given with known class labels whereas unsupervised learning, labels are not known. Each model in the informational index is represented by an arrangement of qualities that can be characterized or continued [10]. So, classification is the way to build the model of the entire work. The remaining model is used to predict the class label of the test model.

2.2. Decision Trees J48
The J48 classifier is an extension of C4.5. It generates a binary tree. The decision tree is most useful in problem classification. With this technique, a tree is constructed for modelling the classification process in the decision tree, the internal nodes of the tree designate a test on an attribute, the branches represent the result of the test, the leaf node contains a label and the highest node is the root node [11] [12].

The J48 Algorithm:
3. Transfer of Information in Real Time
Information continues to grow at an astounding pace. Real-time transfer of large amounts of data between source applications and data warehouses is not an easy task and will become increasingly difficult and it is essential to design flexible and optimized methods that take into account the massive growth of structured and unstructured data.

3.1. Compact Hashing
A solution developed for the first time by Indyk and Motwani in 1998 [13], which attracted much attention and interest from researchers, it pursues a technology called compact hashing. One of his examples is the locality-sensitive-hashing.

Locality-Sensitive Hashing is a way to not only maintain the similarity between elements, but also to reduce the dimensions of the large feature, since it hatches input elements so that similar elements map to the same Buckets with high probability.

![Figure 1. The Compact Hyperplanes Hashing That Allow Similar Elements to Map Into The Same Bucket](image)

In Figure 1, we see some characteristic vectors; Blue dots. And we can consider them as a SIFT vector (Scale-invariant feature transform) [14]. So this is found in the very dimensional feature space of which we have billions of dots in high dimensional space. It can be hundreds of dimensions or even thousands of dimensions, even if we only show them on a two-dimensional screen. So the goal is to give a query point, there could be a patch from a query image user provided.
So how can we find points of correspondence in these huge points of the database?

We consider:
- $h$: a hash function.
- $x$: the characteristic vector.
- $w$: hyperplane or protective function.

The operation of the locality-sensitive hashing is done as follows:

We project $x$ in the direction of the projection function $w$, and the projection value will be used to decide whether it is positive or negative by taking the threshold, which is represented by a bias value $b$.

For multiple hyperplanes, we can repeat this process (in this example three). Thus, each hyperplane has a normal vector, and then we assign 1 or 0. We get a region of 101. This compact hash code can represent a region instead of a very high dimension of functionality.

When the points are very close to each other in the original function space, their hash bits would have a very high probability of being identical. This is defined as the probability of collision, which is proportional to the original similarity.

So, if two points are very close to one another in the high-dimensional space originally, then after hashing, their binary bits are identical, and the probability is proportional to their similarity [15].

The Figure 2 shows the hash table implemented after having the hash code. Note that a hash table indexes all the feature points we have in the database. Each square here represents a patch or characteristic or a sample. And for $n$ samples, each of them will be mapped to a hash code [16].

### 3.2. Facial Features Extraction

The elementary component of how local feature is extracted and used to match images is also the one used to find similar images from a large database.

However, finding images from a database containing thousands of images and locations, where each image could involve hundreds of sites, hundreds of patches. This causes a great challenge as, on the side of "cloud server", we talk about millions of points or millions of "features" that must be stored and matched.

On the client side (the student), the extraction of "local feature" involves calculating the image processing. But to extract hundreds of "local features" and transmit them over the network, we will need a very quick response, this leads too many difficult problems when we design this search system such as: the power, memory and speed which are limited on mobile devices, limited bandwidth on the cellular network. So to handle all these difficult problems, there is a lot of research done in this field,
not only on computer vision, image processing, feature extraction, but also on how this large dimensional feature is managed in real time.

Figure 3. Facial Features Extraction in Our System

For each face detected, a partial descriptor extracted around certain facial features is used. First a generative model is developed to locate nine key points of the face, including the left and right corners of each eye, nostrils, tip of nose and left and right corners of the mouth. Then, we extract the SIFT descriptor from each key point and concatenate them to form our final face descriptor [17].

Figure 4. Examples of Facial Feature Points
4. The Predictive Model

It is vastly recommended to provide learners with enough time to fill in the questionnaire. That is because it is essential to apprehend the learning style appropriate to each learner. The latter can even be presented with a personal profile that comprehends their strengths and weaknesses in a certain course or field.

For this reason, the following steps should be taken:

1. By relying on the J48 method, and through the usage of data collected from earlier students we form the central part of the model.
2. Have an estimation of the strengths and weaknesses of the new students through analysing the data collected from students who have already graduated.
3. Orienting learners towards the most appropriate profile that answers their motivation, and provide them with additional links to courses recommended by our system. These courses should be in different forms, such as videos, audios, texts, etc., depending on the student’s learning style (Reflection, Reasoning, Sensory, and Progression).
4. Drawing a comparison between our findings and those predicted by the model, which would allow for further updating and improving of the latter.

Figure 5. Predictive Model of Our System

5. Performance and Evaluation

In this article we searched the information of almost 3000 students of the Faculty of Charia described by 84 variables. These data are processed by several methods to achieve a model able to predict the strengths and weaknesses of new entrants. We present here the results of one of these methods of classification the J48 - which gave us good results.

In this study, we will calculate the test set using the execution components, for example, the order of accuracy and run time. In addition, we discover the precision measurement and the error rate.

The execution components for these arrangement calculations are shown in Table 1 and the precision measure per class for the classifier calculations is delineated in Table 2.

Table 1. The Performance Factors for the Decision Tree J48

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TP rate</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
<th>ROC Curve</th>
<th>Kappa value</th>
<th>Execution time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.2533</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Precision Measures for Decision Tree J48

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correctly classified</th>
<th>Incorrectly classified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67.6136 %</td>
<td>32.3864 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion
With explosive development of e-learner platform an efficient and accurate way to index and organize images according to the identities of the learner becomes heavily demanded.
Changes in the pose and illumination of the image are two main obstacles to the automatic recognition of the face. This is why we will need a new method for simultaneously handling the installation and lighting conditions.
This document opens the door to future research that may adopt other systems and methods to provide more realistic outcomes such as facial expression processing and analysis using sensors to determine the emotional states of e-learners. Or even detect the psychological state of an e-learner through his behaviour during the course. We can also improve our system by adding more devices that will help us to orient learners in their academic careers and even in the choice of the subject of their research projects.
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